ABSTRACT Trajectory analysis based on sunshine information shows that sunshine has a crucial effect on many conditions involving driving comfort and route planning. However, based on our best understanding, a little, if any, work takes into consideration the influence of sunshine on large numbers of trajectories of mobile objects such as vehicles. In this paper, we analyze, for the first time, the correlation between sunshine and large numbers of trajectories of mobile objects while presenting compression of the sunshine-based trajectories on a national scale. Within the research, a sunshine-oriented model is introduced to combine sunshine with real trajectories through the extraction of information centering around sunshine on arbitrary trajectories. Our trajectory analysis based on sunshine is versatile, and the model mentioned above is implemented to enhance the riding comfort of passengers. Our model is evaluated with an extensive simulation using general transit feed specification data over three months from August to October 2017 in five U.S. cities. We also conduct a field study in Minneapolis to show the validity and efficiency of our model. The evaluation results show that our design: 1) decreases trajectory computation by 88.7% with the trajectory compression and 2) achieves more than 90% accuracy for the trip sunshine information prediction in both the simulation and real-world tests.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sunshine is of great importance in the daily life of citizens. Sunshine provides our planet with 3,850,000 EJ solar energy annually, which can be used for households or industrial manufacturing [1] . However, sunshine comes with negative effects. Specifically, sunshine gives rise to glare, leading to possible risks for driving [2] . Meanwhile, sunshine, causing ultraviolet radiation, increases the risk of developing cancer for each individual [3] .
Given the significant influence of sunshine on everyday life, comprehensive research has been conducted in this field. Most current research is associated with the analysis of static conditions. This analysis is used in establishing facilities for collecting solar energy in households or workplaces.
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Other research investigates the influence of sunshine on mobile conditions, such as solar-oriented route planning for vehicles [4] or robots [5] . This research examines the influence of sunshine on an individual mobile object under small-scale conditions. Sunshine effects on large numbers of trajectories on a municipal or national scale are not sufficiently investigated.
Understanding the effects of sunshine on trajectories can promote the effectiveness of mobile solar energy gathering and enhance the traveling experience. In particular, trajectory analysis on the basis of sunshine information collects data relevant to the sunshine conditions during trips so that the traveling experience can be improved. In addition, mobile solar-powered robots or vehicles can be helped to gather more energy from the optimal orientation of solar panels.
It is challenging to investigate large numbers of sunshine-based trajectories because the trajectories have diverse shapes and directions. Moreover, the sunshine conditions of these trajectories vary based on the constant movement of the sun.
To conquer these challenges, this paper proposes SunChoice, a new framework of sunshine-based multi-trajectory analysis that could help analyze the influence of sunshine on large numbers of trajectories efficiently using sunshine-based trajectory compression. Specifically, our main contributions are as follows:
• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to investigate the impact of sunshine on large numbers of trajectories.
We propose an orientation model that is sensitive to the direction of trajectory rather than the position information. The model is built based on a directional relationship between the spatial-temporal data and the sunlight that can satisfy the precision demands of different scenarios.
• We define a concept of an anchor and attachment trajectory pair that could reduce the number of trajectories based on the sunlight query characteristic. We use attachment cost to build a digraph to describe the relationship between different trajectories. Finally, we optimize by linking it to the classic dominating set selection problem to discover the minimum anchor and attachment trajectory pairs to reduce the number of trajectories used in query computation.
• We evaluated the performance of our approach through an extensive simulation based on real-world spatial-temporal data from the US, and we also performed an outdoor experiment in Minneapolis. Our assessment effort has been comprehensive. We tested SunChoice on five cities (Minneapolis, Houston, Chicago, Washington DC, and San Francisco) using a real-world data set consisting of three months of spatial-temporal data. Furthermore, we carried out real-road experiments using data collected by volunteers in Minneapolis. The simulation results show that, compared with the ground truth, SunChoice had a 90% accuracy rate for the trip sunshine information prediction, and combined with the sunshine-based trajectory grouping, SunChoice only sacrificed 4% precision to reduce trajectory computation by 88.7% on average.
The rest of our paper is organized as follows. Section II shows the motivation of our work. Section III proposes a brief system overview. Section IV presents the sunshine-based multi-trajectory analysis model. Section V evaluates our model using real-world data sets and field tests. Section VI summarizes related work. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.
II. MOTIVATION
In this section, we first introduce the benefits of sunshine analysis for passengers. Next, we introduce why we need to analyze sunshine-based trajectory efficiently. Then, we show the characteristic of urban trajectory, followed by the key idea of sunshine-based trajectory compression using it. At last, we present the challenges of establishing sunshine-based trajectory compression.
A. BENEFITS OF SUNSHINE ANALYSIS
The design in this paper is inspired by the fact that the sunshine analysis on the mobile objects will bring many benefits to the passengers.
According to the sunshine investigation of the bus, passengers will be offered a significant opportunity to go through a more satisfactory riding experience. On the one hand, people have different requirements for sunlight. Too much exposure gives rise to enhancing risks for melanoma while insufficient exposure causes negative effects on health [6] , [7] . On the other hand, with the improvement of living standard, the expectation of travel experience becomes higher. In addition to dealing with fundamental traffic problems, people also have higher expectations of travel speed and punctuality. It is all known that both sides of the bus are exposed to a significantly different degree of sunshine as depicted by Fig. 1 [8] , passengers hope for more individual control over travelling experience through improving technology. Through the sunshine-based trajectory analysis system, the prediction results of passengers after choosing the starting point and destination are given, to improve the passengers' experience in public transportation.
B. THE NEED FOR EFFICIENT SUNSHINE-BASED TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS
Although sunshine-based trajectory analysis has plenty of advantages, there are still some difficult to realize the system. The main problem is the efficiency of the system. Because of the large number of trajectories and points, it is expensive to manipulate and to analyze the raw trajectory data. In addition, the time-varying sunshine direction also increases the difficulty of analyzing sunshine information. Moreover, national data make the problem even more difficult. In order to take into account different sunshine orientations and the demands of different people, we need to build a sunshine-based trajectory analysis module, which can effectively analyze a massive number of trajectories. In the past few decades, there is little work on such sunshine-based trajectory analysis for passengers. Therefore, there is a strong demand to propose a sunshine-based trajectory framework that can help efficiently predict the sunshine information of trip.
C. THE CHARACTERISTIC OF URBAN TRAJECTORY
Trajectory data is often aligned with the road network which has a similar road structure. Therefore different trajectories in the urban area have an aggregation of duration and velocity.
We illustrate it by analyzing the 418990 trajectories with 2581906 turning points of the General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) data of Minneapolis in weekday around July 2017.
The statistic of trajectory direction from 0 • to 359 • is shown in Fig. 2(a) . As shown in the figure, we discover that most driving direction aggregate to 0 • , 90 • , 180 • and 270
• . This phenomenon is caused by most of the road construction in the Minneapolis is a rectangle, and these four directions are the angle of the edge. Fig. 2(a) shows the speed distribution of trajectories in every direction. From the figure, we find that most of the trajectories' speeds are less than 10 m/s. This is because most bus stops are in urban areas with limited speed. Another reason is that buses have to stop at each stop, which lowers the average speed record. Through brief data analysis, the similarity characteristics of urban trajectories are found out, which paves the way for effective trajectory analysis.
D. THE KEY IDEA OF SUNSHINE-BASED TRAJECTORY COMPRESSION
The similar directional distribution of the trajectory motioned above is a key factor in ensuring the success of our design. For example, as the trajectories in Fig. 3 , the trajectory T 1 and T 2 , that are on the north and south side of the U.S. Bank Stadium respectively, have the similar directional distribution. Although they have different shapes, indicated by the dashed lines, they still have the same sunshine information when sunlight shines from the southwest indicated by a yellow arrow. This means when the sunlight shines from the right-side of the trajectory, which is represented by the thick yellow solid line attached to the right side of the trajectory, both trajectories have the similar right-side sunshine duration. Using this phenomenon, we find out the trajectories with similar directions 
E. CHALLENGES
In order to meet these requirements, two major challenges need to be addressed in the implementation of the above effective sunshine-based trajectory analysis.
• The orientation model for calculating the duration of sunshine is complex. It is not an easy task to build a sunshine orientation model with both precision and efficiency. Although the combination of the sun model and the trajectory will lead to an accurate result, it still faces a significant computational problem. Because the direction and velocity of the trajectories are not fixed, the direction of the sun changes with the time and position of different cities.
• A large number of trajectories need to be proposed. In the real geographic information system, there are multiple users from different cities to query their travel sunshine information. Therefore, there are a large number of trajectories to deal with at the same time. The combination of such a large number of raw trajectories and time-varying direction of sunlight eventually lead to a large amount of computation.
These challenges add up, making the seemingly simple problem of sunshine-based trajectory analysis a daunting task.
III. SUNCHOICE OVERVIEW
This paper proposes SunChoice, an efficient and accurate sunshine-based framework system for multiple mobile trajectories. In this section, we go into the detail of our SunChoice system.
A. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Keeping the motivation in mind, we aim to build an efficient, sunshine-based trajectory analysis framework that can provide passengers sunshine information for their trips and reduce the analysis cost. The architecture of SunChoice is shown in Fig. 4 , which consists of three components. • Data Component: The spatial-temporal data collected by different sensors serve as the data feeding module, which records the moving objects' trajectory data such as speed and weather.
• Sunshine-Based Trajectory Compression Component: The SunChoice component, which is shown in the red box, is responsible for compressing segment trajectories based on the solar information. Once the users type their travel information, SunChoice checks the data and sends them the sunshine information they need.
• Action Component: After receiving the result from the server, passengers make their decision. The users' behavior and environment data are recorded anonymously and sent to the central server for future analysis.
First, for a particular city, we download the latest quarterly public transit data through GTFS. After data cleaning and map matching, trajectories are split into segments. We process these data through Sunshine-Based Trajectory Compression Component and store the results in the server. When a user initiates a query request, the SunChoice application figures out the corresponding segments of trajectories and calculates the sunshine information. Finally, the user chooses his/her seat according to his/her personal sunshine preference.
The sunshine-based trajectory compression component is the key component of our design. First, we pick up the 2D digital orientation model described in Section IV-A to quickly model the relationship between sunshine and trajectory and extract solar information from it. Next, to measure the difference between trajectories from a sunshine-based point of view, the calculation of expectation of net sunshine duration (IV-B1) and attachment error (IV-B2) is presented in Section IV-B. These are not only direction-based methods but also consider the peculiarity of the relationship between the trajectory and the sunshine. Then, SunChoice generates a sunshine digraph and picks up the representative trajectories from it through anchor and attachment trajectory pair selection, as described in Section IV-C. Finally, the sunshine-based trajectory grouping is introduced in Section IV-D to enhance the efficiency of SunChoice by classifying cities based on their solar and geographic information.
IV. SUNSHINE BASED TRAJECTORY COMPRESSION
This section introduces sunshine based trajectory compression. We present some basic definitions in the SunChoice problem. The notation used in the design is summarized in Tab. 1.
A. ORIENTATION MODEL
The point p is the position that records the trajectory's (x, y) information in a 2D Euclidean space. The road points are the intersections of the roads, and any trajectory between two adjacent road points is defined as a segment trajectory T . A segment trajectory, which is the basic element in this study and is represented by a sequence of (line segment, time duration) pairs, consists of n − 1 pairs (p 1 , p 2 , t 1 ), Tab. 1. Summary of notation. (p 2 , p 3 , t 2 ), . . . , (p n−1 , p n , t n−1 ). Among them is the line segment p i , p i+1 , which is the line between two adjacent points p i and p i+1 , where i ≤ n − 1, and its time duration t i . For example, in Fig. 5 , the segment trajectory T shown with black arrows has the position points (p 1 
The orientation model is varied depending on different users' demands. We can consider a model that varies the intensity with the angle of incidence. But, in this paper, we aim to optimize the riding experience of passengers, so we only analyze the sunshine from two flanks. We use a dimension-reduced 2D model to extract the sunshine directional information, as Fig. 6 (a) shows. The sunshine-based trajectory analysis is sensitive to the trajectory's direction information captured by its line segments and durations. Thus, we denote segments of T by
Considering our trajectory example, the segment trajectory in Fig. 5 has the triples ( 
As Fig. 6(a) shows, the shadow region is considered to be the left-side of the line segment p i , p i+1 , and the sunshine region is considered to be the right-side of the line segment p i , p i+1 . The sunshine durations of the left and right sides can counteract each other. For any line segment p i , p i+1 , with a given d s , its sunshine duration is calculated by
For example, when d s = 23 • , the sunshine duration t s i of trajectory T in Fig. 5 is (5s, −5s, 7s, 5s). Given a segment trajectory, we sort its d m and d o directions in ascending order. Then, we pick m non-repeating directions from this sequence as a directional distribution in the form d 1 , d 2 , . . . , d n , where n = 2 · n. The accumulated duration in each direction d j , where 1 ≤ j ≤ n , is defined as l a , and is calculated by 
we define the net sunshine duration as s k , calculated by
where
, shown as the shaded semicircle in Fig. 6(b) .
When the sunshine swaps between the adjacent directions d j and d j+1 , the net sunshine duration will not change. Only when d s (red arrow) moves past d j (black arrow) will the net sunshine duration change. Each segment trajectory has a net sunshine duration set in a form (s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n ) according to its directional range. 
B. SUNSHINE-BASED DURATION ERROR MEASUREMENT 1) EXPECTATION OF NET SUNSHINE DURATION
Given a segment trajectory T that has n directional ranges, the expectation of net sunshine duration per day is defined as a set
The sun moves around the segment trajectory per day, and the net sunshine duration has a probability |d i+1 − d i |/360 • to be s i during a day. S i is calculated by
To better illustrate the physical interpretation of S i , Fig. 7 shows the schematic of S i in Tab. 2. The x-axis represents d s in degree, and the y-axis represents net sunshine duration in second. In this figure, the area of each green rectangle VOLUME 7, 2019 Each segment trajectory's net sunshine duration is stored as a table, of which the index is the directional range [d j , d j+1 ). When we query the net sunshine duration of a trajectory, SunChoice will compare the range of [d j , d j+1 ) with d s . Then, the system will acquire the result of the duration time for the segment trajectory. The computational complexity of the query is log(n), where n is the number of directional ranges. When we query multiple segment trajectories' sunshine information at the same time, we need to check their s tables separately. However, the directional distributions of some segment trajectories are similar, so we can save time and query them together to improve query efficiency. We pick one segment trajectory's directional distribution as a template and transfer the others' net sunshine duration based on it.
The segment trajectory chosen as a template to represent the direction distribution information of the other trajectories is called the anchor trajectory T an . The trajectory using the template T an is defined as the attachment trajectory T at . The operation of fitting the attachment trajectory to the anchor trajectory is called trajectory attachment. The trajectory after trajectory attachment is called the replacement trajectory T rt . For example, Fig. 8 is the schematic diagram of the expectation of net sunshine duration per day of T 1 , T 2 , and T 3 . The directional distributions of T 1 and T 2 are partially different in the gray region. In this case, we select T 1 as T an , which means we select the data structure of T 1 as the template. We select T 2 as T at , which means it changes its original directional distribution and self-adaptively fits its data into the structure of T 1 to generate T 3 . T 3 is the newly generated replacement trajectory, T rt , with a new net sunshine duration denoted by the green area. The shaded area represents the trajectory attachment error, which is introduced next.
2) ATTACHMENT ERROR
In this subsection, we establish a model to estimate the attachment error. The schematic diagram of trajectory attachment is shown in Fig. 9 . The replacement trajectory T rt has an n-directional distribution (d 1 , d 2 , . . . , d n ) , the same as that of T an . Its net sunshine duration is (s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n ). Its expectation of net sunshine duration per day is S rt .
Notice that m ≥ n is the essential condition of trajectory attachment. We also defined the summation of directional distribution, which in ascending order is (d 1 , d 2 
The transformation from attachment trajectory to replacement trajectory causes a loss of expectation of net sunshine duration, defined as the attachment error C(T an , T at ). The attachment error C(T an , T at ) reveals the difference between T at and T rt . The smaller the C(T an , T at ), the lower the cost of trajectory attachment.
The cost of trajectory attachment C(T an , T at ) is calculated by the summation of the difference between S rt and S at , which is decided by the difference between s i ( 
Substituting Eq.5, we have
where c i is the cost of generating s i in the range of
in T rt , which can be calculated as
There are two situations for calculating c i . We define the first situation, when q > 1, as the one-to-many situation. The other situation, when q = 1, is defined as the many-to-one situation.
To calculate min(C(T an , T at )), we define τ (s i ) as that s i that minimizes the error c i caused by trajectory attachment. τ (s i ) can be calculated as follows.
One-to-many: The part denoted by One-to-many in Fig. 9 is the schematic diagram of this situation. In this situation, each range 2 ,thus in the one-to-many situation, finding the τ (s i ) that minimizes Eq.8 is equivalent to calculating the s i that minimizes Eq.9.
The formula can be expanded into
This formula is a quadratic function and
is consistently greater than 0, so the parabola opens upward and τ (s i ) can be calculated by Eq.11.
Hence, the physical meaning of τ (s i ) is the weighted average of s j obtained in the range [d j+1 , d j+q−1 ] in T at . The lowest loss c i can be gained by substituting Eq.11 into Eq.8.
Many-to-one: The part denoted by Many-to-one in Fig. 9 is the schematic diagram of this situation. In this situation,
In the many-to-one situation, to minimize the cost c i , we have τ (s i ) = s j and the lowest loss c i = 0.
Finally, we can obtain min(C(T an , T at )) by substituting τ (s i ) into Eq.7.
C. ANCHOR AND ATTACHMENT TRAJECTORY PAIR SELECTION
In this subsection, we build a sunshine digraph, in the form of an anchor and attachment trajectory pair, that can not only cover all the trajectories but also bound the attachment error.
We first build the sunshine digraph, denoted by G δ (V , E), for all the trajectories. To find the optimum anchor and attachment trajectory pair in the system, we regard the segment trajectory as a vertex V . We create a directed edge E(T at , T an ) to represent the relationship of each pair of T at and T an . We define the distance from the vertex V (T an ) to V (T at ) equal to the value of min(C(T an , T at )), which denotes the attachment error of attaching T at to T an .
We set δ as an acceptable bound for the attachment error. We keep only the edges that meet min(C(T an , T at )) δ and remove the others. We regard all the remainder edges E(T at , T an ) to be 1 and obtain a new directed graph G δ (V , E) as shown in Fig. 10 . The sunshine digraph guarantees that the length of every edge is less than the bound δ. To pick out the minimum number of anchor and attachment trajectory pairs, we consider this problem as a dominating sets selection problem [9] - [11] . The anchor trajectories are regarded as dominating sets that dominate the attachment trajectories. Locating the minimum connected dominating sets of a graph is a well-known NP-hard problem [12] , and there is no efficient algorithm to solve this kind of problem. In this paper, we use a greedy algorithm to find an approximate minimum connected dominating set of G δ (V , E), as illustrated in Algorithm 1.
For the first step, we find the weakly connected components G w in G δ and process every G w independently. Then, we find the vertex with the maximum degree and store this vertex as the anchor T an in the anchor set T an Set, which is used for storing the dominating set of G δ . Next, we find all the predecessor edges and vertexes of the anchor T an from G w and save the vertexes as the attachment set T at Set, the set of attachment vertexes of the anchor vertex T an . Subsequently, we remove all the vertexes that belong to T an and T at in G δ . We continue the process above until the element number of all the weakly connected components is 1. Finally, we put all the vertexes left in G δ into the anchor set T an Set. As a result, the trajectories in the anchor set T an Set form the dominating set. The trajectories in the attachment set T at Set are the T at dominated by the corresponding T an with the same ID.
For example, the dominating set of the digraph G δ in Fig. 10 is shown as Fig. 10(b) . The trajectories represented by the solid colored nodes h, f , c are the T an that dominate the T at , which are denoted by the striped nodes in the corresponding colors.
D. SUNSHINE-BASED TRAJECTORY GROUPING
As we know, the sunshine direction d s of various cities at the same time is different because of their different latitude and longitude. However, different cities may have a similar sunshine direction in some particular time slots. Consider the example shown in Fig. 11 , where the cities of Minneapolis, Chicago, and New York have different d s during the day on July 2, 2017, (UTC-6). We can observe that the d s of Chicago and New York are more similar than the d s of Minneapolis and New York. Because d s in some specific cities is similar in the same time slot, we can use sunshine-based trajectory grouping (STG) to process the data with similar d s together, rather than analyze them separately. This will increase the number of attachment trajectories that are dominated by each anchor trajectory. In this study, we set 15 min as the length of the time slot. In each time slot, we need to figure out which cities have similar d s . Considering that the sun rotates around the sun at the speed of 0.25 • /min, we set w = 2 • as the default width of each window, which means we can ignore differences between d s that are less than 2 • . We regard the time of Minneapolis as the referential time (UTC-6) and transform all the other cities' times based on Minneapolis time.
The sliding window algorithm uses the cities' sunshine direction d s to classify the cities with the minimum number of clusters, as Algorithm 2 shows.
Algorithm 2 Sliding Window Algorithm
Given different cities in the US, we first calculate their average d s in each time slot of 15 min. Then, we sort them in ascending order as d s . We choose a sliding window with a width w. The initial boundary of the sliding window is built as a left boundary b l (n). All the cities that are covered by b l (n) + w will be saved and marked into window W (n).
The sliding window sweeps toward 360 • and stops when it touches an unmarked city; its d s (i) will become the new left boundary to the next window W (n + 1), and d s (i − 1) will be the right boundary b r (n) of W (n). We continue the process above until all the cities are marked. In this way, we can obtain the classified window set W . For example, as Fig. 12 shows, the initial boundary of the first slide window is built at 0 • , which is shown as W 1 . The width of the window that meets w = 2 • is shown using red arrows.
This guarantees that the difference in d s between all the cities in each window W is less than w. We set the departure time of each segment trajectory as its time stamp. We classify each trajectory into a different time slot based on its time stamp. Using the sunshine-based trajectory grouping, SunChoice can merge segment trajectories in different cities that have similar d s ∈ [b l (n), b r (n)] in the same time slot, and T an can dominate more T at .
V. EVALUATION
In this section, we first introduce the data source briefly, and then evaluate the performance of SunChoice. Finally, a case study is presented to show the validity of SunChoice in real life.
A. DATA SOURCE
To collect trajectories on a national scale to predict sunshine duration is not an easy task. However, the GTFS, which is the most popular data format for describing transit services in the world, provides a chance to present our idea [13] , [14] . The GTFS data contain the spatial and temporal information of bus route shapes and stops. The transit schedule could be regarded as a sequence of low sampling rate spatial-temporal data with bus stations as sampling points. For example, there are 31817504 turning points in our collected GTFS data in the US, and each trajectory has 478 turning points on average. We define any two bus stations, which are passed by the same bus on any trip as adjacent stations. We consider the trajectory between adjacent stops as the segment trajectory, for the reason that passengers cannot get off the bus between stops.
B. EFFECTIVENESS
In this part, we show the performance of SunChoice.
1) SIMULATION ON THE IMPACT OF δ
The SunChoice system reduces the cost of trajectory computation by compressing the trajectories using anchor and attachment trajectory pairs. The total number of trajectories in Minneapolis between 07:00 and 07:15 on July 2, 2017 is 8141. To restrict the scale of the dominating set, we use the bound δ to control the number of anchor trajectories and their attachment trajectories. When δ = 0s, the number of T an is 2401. Trajectories that have the same directional distribution have no trajectory attachment loss. Fig. 13 shows that the number of anchor trajectories decreases as we increase the bound δ. The simulation results showed that as the bound δ increased from 0s to 120s, the number of anchor trajectories decreased from 2401 to 1202, thus reducing the cost of trajectory computation by 70.5% at least. At the same time, as shown in Fig. 14 , the dominant rate, which is the proportion of T an to all trajectories, decreases from 30% to 14%. The lower dominant rate is better; it means that SunChoice can cover all the trajectories using fewer T an . In the following, we choose δ = 60s as a default parameter in our system; its dominant rate is 19.4%, which means it can reduce the cost of trajectory computation by 80.6% on average.
2) PERFORMANCE STUDY OF STG
To further improve SunChoice, we processed trajectory data from US providers to draw a national-scale STG map. Fig. 15 plots the STG groups on July 2, 2017 for the timezone UTC-6 and w = 2 • . Each bar in this figure indicates the number of cities in every 15-min slot from 05:00 to 21:00. Sunrise was 05:31 and sunset was 21:03 in Minneapolis on that day. The number of cities in each group at morning and evening near sunrise and sunset is fewer than the number at noon. This phenomenon is determined by the variation in the providers' locations and the date selected. Moreover, the number of cities is symmetric, because Minneapolis is located in the middle of the US. Fig. 16(b)(c)(d) shows the groups containing Los Angeles, Minneapolis, and Washington DC, shown by green, red, and blue circles, respectively, for the time intervals 07:00-07:15, 12:00-12:15, and 19:00-19:15. We can observe that the cities included in each group are different at various times. In addition, the distribution of each group is skewed because the axis deviation of the earth is nonzero. The update frequency of the STG map is at most once a day and could vary depending on the different precision of users' demands.
Using the STG, there are large numbers of trajectories that need to be processed in each slot. Fig. 17 shows the variation in T an as the number of trajectories increases with different values of δ. It indicates that as the number of trajectories increases, the growth rate of T an increases slowly. This is because although different cities have different longitudes and latitudes, they have similar road constructions. Fig. 18 shows that the dominant rate decreases when we have more trajectories with δ = 60s. The STG can further improve SunChoice by reducing the number of T an , and when we have more trajectories in each category, SunChoice can perform better. The average number of each group is 16282, for which the dominant rate is 11%, which means that SunChoice with STG can reduce T at by 89% on average in this study.
3) SUNSHINE ACCURACY
SunChoice could predict the left-side sunshine duration for a trip by calculating the sum of the net sunshine duration s for every segment trajectory in a trip. We can calculate the right-side sunshine duration of the trip by t trip − s, where t trip is the total duration of the trip. To better demonstrate the performance of SunChoice, we assume passengers prefer to have a seat in the sun. SunChoice provides the sunshine suggestion to the passengers based on which side of the trip has longer sunshine duration.
The passengers can choose their seat by referencing the sunshine suggestion of SunChoice (SC), SunChoice with sunshine-based trajectory grouping (SC+STG), Instinct Choice (IC), and Random Choice (RC). For IC, it is assumed that the passengers select their seat based only on the sunshine condition of the moment when the bus departs from the bus stop. For RC, it is assumed that the passengers take a random seat at the beginning. All the methods are based on the assumption that the passengers will not leave their seat during their trip. Fig. 19 compares the accuracy of the sunshine suggestion with different numbers of stops using the 2000 virtual transit information from Minneapolis. As Fig. 19 shows, SC and SC+STG have higher accuracy than IC and RC. Understandably, the accuracy of SC is better than SC+STG, as it retains more information. SC+STG can offer 72% accuracy when the passengers take one stop. Its accuracy increases as the number of stops increases, and when the passengers pass more than six stops, the accuracy can be more than 90%, which is close to the SC accuracy. The accuracy of both SC and SC+STG decreases when the number of stops is more than 15, because of the net sunshine duration error accumulated as the number of stops increases. RC has an average rate of 50% in Fig. 19 , which means passengers have a 50% rate of choosing the side with the most sunshine. We also find that passengers using IC to select their seat will have higher accuracy than those using RC. The accuracy of IC decreases when the passengers pass more stops. The sunshine increment rate is defined as the ratio of incremental sunshine duration using other information to the sunshine duration when the passengers use RC. Fig. 20 shows the sunshine increment rate of SC, SC+STG, and IC compared to RC. Among them, the SunChoice methods perform better than IC and RC because they take into consideration the impact of sunshine on the whole trajectory. SC shows the highest and most stable increment rate. SC+STG also shows high performance as the number of stops increases. IC shows a high increment rate when the passengers pass few stops. The performance becomes worse when they pass more stops. Its poor performance is due to its coarse-grained algorithm, which only considers the sunshine information when the bus is at the starting station.
Besides Minneapolis, we chose four more cities across the US to show that SunChoice can be widely used in different locations: Houston, Washington DC, Chicago, and San Francisco. For each city, we randomly generated 2000 transit data with 10 stops. Fig. 21 and Fig. 22 are the SunChoice evaluations of the five cities using SC and SC+STG respectively. In these figures, the yellow bar represents the accuracy and the blue bar represents the increment rate. Compared to SC, SC+STG sacrifices 4% accuracy and 2% sunshine increment but can reduce T at by almost 88.7% on average, as shown in Tab. 3. Fig. 23 shows the scalability test on SunChoice. The experiments are operated on a desktop with an Intel i7-6700 CPU @ 3.40GHz and 16GB memory. We only show the comparison of SC+STG and the Original algorithm, which means calculating the relation of sunshine and every line segment separately then summing up all the sunshine durations for each trajectory. According to these results, SC+STG is scalable to large trajectory data sets with millions of turning points, and SC+STG could reduce the computation cost. It is noted that SC+STG occupies less memory than Original because SC+STG only keeps the directional range and net sunshine duration s of the trajectory.
4) SCALABILITY TEST

C. CASE STUDY
We carried out real-road experiments in September and October at different times of the day: in the morning 7:00-8:00, at noon 12:00-13:00, and in the afternoon 16:00-17:00 to show that SunChoice can be used in real-life settings. We selected 20 different urban transit routes in Minneapolis and ran the validation experiments on a sunny day in three consecutive weeks to collect 120 trajectories where the average travel time for each trace is 12.4 min and the average segment trajectory is 11. We designed an application using the light sensor on the LG Nexus 5 smartphone to detect the sunshine environment as shown in Fig. 24(a) . The application can determine whether the mobile phone is exposed to the sunshine by checking the light sensor and recording the GPS data behind the scenes as well. During the experiment, we dispatched two volunteers on each bus. The volunteers used an armband to attach the phone to their arm. They sat on opposite sides of the bus and kept the phone face to the window as shown in Fig. 24(b) . Finally, a mobile application demo combining SunChoice and the Google Map API was developed to tell the passenger which side of the bus has more sunshine, based on the travel information offered by the passenger, as shown in Fig. 24(c) . The total travel time of the 120 trajectories is 1587 min, of which the total left-side sunshine duration is 794 min. Using the GTFS data, the total travel time is 1432 min and the left-side sunshine duration is 874 min. Compared to the simulation, the real-road environment has more travel time, but less sunshine time, due to the roadside shadow.
In the real-road situation, a shadow from roadside buildings, trees, or advertising boards can influence the SunChoice performance. Fig. 25 is an example of the ground truth we tested on October 7, 2017 at 11:00 AM. In this figure, the white point indicates the passenger is in the sunshine and the black point indicates the user is in the shadow. In this case, the volunteer sat on the left-side of the bus and θ(d s ) = 161 • , which means the sunlight came from the south-east, so the volunteer should have got exposure to the sun during the whole trip. However, from Fig. 25 , due to the shadow cast by buildings and trees, we find that there are some black points in the trajectory. Furthermore, the sampling points are not uniformly distributed on the map because the bus does not move with a constant velocity. The SunChoice system in this study assumes that the bus moves at a constant speed between two adjacent stops. These are limitations of the SunChoice system performance compared to the real-road situation. Tab. 4 shows accuracy and increment rate compared between the SunChoice simulation and the real-road experiment. Comparing the performance of real-road and simulation using SC and SC+STG, it is understandable that SunChoice has a lower increment rate and higher accuracy in the simulation than in the real-road environment, owing to the disturbance in the real-road environment.
VI. RELATED WORK
There has been active research work in intelligent transportation systems using the mobile objects' trajectory, focused mostly on route planning [15] , desirable path finding [16] , and human mobility modeling [17] . Recently, trajectory compression using spatial-temporal data have emerged as mechanisms for explicit line map-matched trajectory compression [18] - [31] .
Press [26] applies each sub-trajectory as a node to conduct Huffman Coding to compress the trajectory. CCF [27] , [28] uses road network constraints to effectively compress trajectory data by leveraging the topological information of the road. TRAOD [29] use a partition-and-detect framework to detect outlying sub-trajectories from real trajectory data. In comparison with these trajectory compression methods [26] - [28] , SunChoice is the first work to implement trajectory information extraction based on a sunshine variation model and information from different cities, and it could be widely used in different situations. The SunChoice concept of trajectory compression is inspired by several recent works [4] , [32] that implement solar information. The research in [4] uses a route planning method for solar-powered electric vehicles to balance energy harvesting and consumption. The research in [32] produces an energy-efficient route along with the historical speed profile.
Uniquely, SunChoice has the capability to compress large numbers of trajectories based on the sunshine information from different cities. Its orientation model enables many interesting designs, such as comfort control for passengers (i.e., sunshine from left/right), driving risk estimation for drivers (i.e., sunshine from the front/behind), solar energy forecast/planning for administrators (sunshine from a particular direction), and advertising analysis for pedestrians. These features are not supported in existing works.
VII. CONCLUSION
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